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'Josh Katz cooks in technicolor. [There is an] interplay of smoke and cumin and paprika; of
sugar syrups and rose and pomegranate; of great cuts of meat, and sturdy vegetables
surrendering themselves to the fire.' - Jay RaynerEating vegetables doesn't need to be boring.
In fact, it can be the most joyful and satisfying way to eat. Fresh vegetables - paired with bold
flavours and cooked with care - can be made the hero of every dish. In Berber&Q: On
Vegetables, there are countless options for how to cook every type of veg, from a quick scorch
in the pan and a flash of heat from the grill, to a low and slow roast, as well as methods for how
to season and flavour using simple marinades, dustings of spice and deliciously moreish sweet
and sour dressings.Taking inspiration from his travels, from London to North Africa and through
to the Middle East, Josh's flavour combinations are unusual and create memorable dishes that
everyone will enjoy. And with conventional cooking methods included for every dish, there is no
reason not to try something new. Featuring over 100 recipes, there are endless possibilities for
how to transform everyday vegetables into delicious, easy to prepare dishes that don't
compromise on flavour.

About the AuthorJosh Katz has trained in some of the best kitchens in London including Galvin
Bistrot de Luxe and Ottolenghi, before being appointed head chef (2010) at Made In Camden.
Berber & Q, his first restaurant, opened in 2015 to universal plaudits. Berber & Q Shawarma
Bar, Josh’s second restaurant, opened on Exmouth Market in 2016. Widely recognized as an
expert in live fire cookery and barbecuing technique, his food is influenced by the cuisines of
North Africa across the Mediterranean basin and on to the Middle East. This is Josh’s second
book.  --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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CONTENTSRAW & RIPPEDROASTED & SMOKEDGRILLED & CHARREDWOOD-FIRED &
BAKEDSEARED & SAUTÉEDSTUFFED & SKEWEREDSLOW-COOKED &
BRAISEDPURÉED & CHOPPEDPOACHED & STEAMEDFRIED & BATTEREDCONDIMENTS
& LARDERINDEXHOW TO USE THIS EBOOKSelect one of the chapters from the main
contents list and you will be taken to a list of all the recipes covered in that
chapter.Alternatively, jump to the index to browse recipes by ingredient.Look out for linked text
(which is in blue) throughout the ebook that you can select to help you navigate between
related recipes.You can double tap images and tables to increase their size. To return to the
original view, just tap the cross in the top left-hand corner of the screen.INTRODUCTIONThis
book is, quite simply, a celebration of vegetables. From the humblest of beginnings vegetables
can rise to their occasion and make the most breathtaking of dishes. They bring with them a
kaleidoscope of colour, while varying in texture and carrying such exciting ranges of flavour
that, contrary to popular belief, they have never required meat or fish to bolster. It is just about
knowing how to cook with them. Here is a collection of recipes that shows you how to do just
that – presenting roots, greens and legumes in a new way, stripping away those outdated
connotations often associated with vegetarian food and offering a fresh approach to everyday
cooking.I’m a huge advocate of the Mediterranean way of eating, where vegetables share
centre-stage with meat and fish. Anyone who has dined at my restaurants, Berber & Q and
Shawarma Bar, will be familiar with our cauliflower shawarma. It has been our signature dish
since we first opened in 2015, and I think what people love about it is that it challenges archaic
ideas of what a vegetarian dish might look and taste like. It’s a whole cauliflower, glistening and
charred, doused in buttery spices and dripping with tahini, pomegranate and rose petals. It
delivers on every level.Cauliflower shawarma may be the most iconic of our non-meat dishes,
but Berber & Q has always been about putting vegetables on an equal footing with meat and
fish. We work with what is available seasonally (for this is when vegetables will taste their best)
and challenge ourselves to think about the cooking methods, sauces and seasonings that will
bring the most out of each piece of produce. We’re very proud to have created dishes like Chilli-
roasted Pumpkin which appears on our menus every autumn, or our ever-present Grilled
Broccoli which, for me, has been a life-changing way to cook this simple green.Although I have
cooked in restaurant kitchens for many years, I am at heart a home cook. A charcoal grill or a
barbecue is certainly not essential for cooking the recipes in this book. I developed all of these
recipes in a domestic kitchen. In fact, I start this book with a chapter on raw vegetables
because first I think we can all benefit from learning to appreciate the unadorned sweetness of
a summer tomato, the peppery crunch of a radish or a tangle of shredded greens that are
tossed together to make a slaw. Elsewhere in the book I grill, roast, pickle and purée, all with
the same intention – to bring the most out of the vegetables.I started writing this book in 2020
when, in the midst of unpredictable lockdowns and restaurant closures, I moved with my family
to the serenity of northern Ibiza. It was a welcome chance to slow down and ended up being a
poignant time for me. I feel that the past few years have forced us to re-evaluate what is really
important, how we relate to each other, to our world and to our food. I am not proposing – or
dismissing – vegetarianism as a way of life, but I do believe in working towards more balance
with our diets and that we can all make individual, small adjustments that can have a
significant impact on the environment for future generations. There is much evidence to say
that reducing our collective consumption of meat and fish in favour of a more plant-based diet
will be to the benefit of our planet.I hope this cookbook not only results in a new-found



appreciation of cooking vegetables but is also a small step towards making a positive lifestyle
change. By capturing the honest beauty of smoky aubergine, a velvety beetroot or the nutty
sweetness of a caramelized artichoke, I hope to empower home cooks with all the tools to
make bold, bright and flavour-packed dishes. The time has come to embrace vegetables with
open arms.HOW TO USE THIS BOOKI have come to realize that there are three types of
home cook: those who follow recipes to the letter, those who use recipes as inspiration and
freestyle it, and those who are somewhere in between, substituting this and that according to
personal taste and what is in their cupboards. Whatever type of cook you are, I hope this book
opens the floodgates for new ways to cook with vegetables.If you are keen to make swaps and
changes, then I wholeheartedly encourage you and offer some tips in this section on how to do
just that. If you choose to be exact in following the recipes, I am confident they will serve you
well. However, do be mindful that there are many variables to affect the outcome of a recipe:
ingredients can vary, ovens can operate at slightly different temperatures, pots and pans can
conduct heat differently depending on their material, and blending and beating equipment can
produce varying textures. I implore you to use your culinary instinct at all times. Here are some
further tips to help you get the best from this book:COOK SEASONALLYThese days it is
possible to buy pretty much every variety of fruit and vegetable all year round. My advice,
though, is to choose your vegetables seasonally, primarily because fresh produce tastes better.
Your vegetables will have ripened naturally and been harvested at the right time. They’re also
likely to have come from local, sustainable sources, which is better for the environment,
involves less transportation, reduces the chances of spoiling and tends to be a more
economical option.MAINTAIN A WELL-STOCKED L ARDERA well-considered larder provides
the building blocks for hundreds of dishes. Try to buy the best-quality ingredients that you can,
as you will taste the difference.In this book I give recipes for all sorts of homemade sauces,
condiments, confits and pickles (see Chapter 11). Time allowing, I always try to make them
from scratch, but they can happily be substituted with store-bought versions. Again, opt for the
best quality you can buy.Remember that store-cupboard ingredients have a shelf life. Oils will
spoil over time and spices lose their pungency.SALT & EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OILGreat
cooking can be very simple, requiring only a few excellent ingredients to create a spectacular
dish. Salt will always be one of these ingredients, so make sure you go for a good-quality
option. Flaked sea salt is best for finishing dishes, while fine salt can be used during
cooking.Extra-virgin olive oil is a little like flaked sea salt: it is brilliant for finishing dishes. It it
worth having a really good bottle in your arsenal.GRAINS & PULSESI use grains such as
bulgur, freekeh and barley frequently in my cooking. In the absence of one, or just to
experiment, try swapping them.Where possible, and time allows, I always prefer to use dried
pulses that are soaked in water overnight, as they taste much better once cooked. However,
we don’t all have the luxury of time for forward planning. Don’t be put off from trying a recipe if
this is the case, simply go with the tinned variety instead, making sure they are drained and
well rinsed before using.TOASTED NUTS, SEEDS & WHOLE SPICESNuts and seeds are
used throughout the recipes in this book and you should feel free to mix and match them in the
recipes according to your tastes.There is a marked difference in the taste and texture of a raw
and a toasted nut and, unless otherwise specified, nuts should always be toasted. I tend to
toast the nuts, spread evenly on a tray, in a medium-hot oven (160°C/325°F/Gas Mark 3) for 9–
10 minutes, keeping a careful eye on them and shaking them around occasionally until fragrant
and golden.Like nuts, seeds are transformed into something crunchy and aromatic when
toasted. This is best done in a dry frying pan set over a medium heat. Again, keep an eye on
them and move the pan regularly to ensure even colouring.Whole spices, such as cumin,



coriander or fennel also come alive once heated in a pan. They are best toasted in a dry frying
pan for just a minute or two until they become fragrant.HARISSA, CHILLI SAUCE & CHILLI FL
AKESHarissa is a wonderfully spiced North African chilli paste that can be used in many
different ways: as a sauce by itself, or mixed through yoghurts, tahini sauce or mayonnaise to
give an extra kick of heat. There are several brands available in supermarkets, though Belazu’s
Rose Harissa (which is made with rose petals) is always my go-to option.I use other chilli
sauces such as Confit Chilli Ezme or fermented Chilli Sauce to impart flavour and heat through
my recipes and I always have a homemade bottle in my fridge. There are, however, many
excellent store-bought versions, which make a perfectly good alternative.Aleppo chilli flakes
(also known as pul biber) and Urfa chilli flakes are specific types of pepper flake with distinct
characteristics (Aleppo is a little fruity and Urfa a little smoky), commonly found in Turkish,
Persian and Middle Eastern grocery stores. They can be substituted with regular dried chilli
flakes, but do buy them if you get the chance.LABNEH, CHEESE & EGGSLabneh, made from
yoghurt that has been strained of its whey, is used throughout this book and is easy to make
yourself, but involves forward planning. It is becoming more widely available in supermarkets
and local grocery stores. If you can’t find it, try using crème fraîche, or Whipped Feta
instead.This book features a wide range of different cheeses, from ricotta and manouri to
goat’s cheese and pecorino. It is certainly possible to swap the cheeses used in recipes, but do
consider their profile when doing so and try to replace with something similar: is it crumbly,
creamy or hard in texture, and delicate, mild or pungent in taste?I would always recommend
sourcing free-range, organic eggs wherever possible. Not only do they taste much better, but
your money will support those implementing proper farming techniques that are better both for
you and the animal. All recipes in this book that include eggs work off the assumption that they
will be free-range and medium in size.TAHINI & TAHINA SAUCETahini is a raw sesame paste
and the best varieties come from Lebanon, Palestine, Ethiopia and Israel. My preferred brands
are S H Yaman and Al Arz.Tahina sauce, meanwhile, is made by whipping tahini with iced
water and lemon juice to aerate and thicken it (see recipe). I love it. It’s incredibly versatile and
goes with almost everything. You can add all sorts of sauces and ingredients to tahina to
change its flavour profile. A lick of harissa will add heat and colour, maple syrup will sweeten it,
or it can be blended with herbs to create a vibrant green sauce.CONFITI always have a few
jars of confit vegetables in my fridge as they enhance dishes no end. Confit is a traditional
cooking method whereby foods (in this case vegetables) are slow-cooked in liquid (in this case
olive oil). If you’ve not tried it, it’s a fantastically simple. By gently poaching them in oil, you not
only preserve the vegetables, but you also intensify their flavour.My go-tos include Confit
Garlic, which provides a mellow alternative to raw garlic. They will all keep, covered in oil in an
airtight container, for several weeks and in some cases much longer, and can be added to
salads, sauces and sandwiches. The infused oil is a bonus and must be kept. It can be
brushed, spooned or drizzled over almost anything.PICKLES & FERMENTSPickling is another
excellent way of preparing and preserving vegetables. Stored properly in the fridge they keep
for months and, with a nice crunch, can provide a textural contrast to dishes as well as bringing
an acidic sharpness. The pickling liquor can also be used to make dressings. Some of my
recipes call for the inclusion of pickles, they are not essential and you shouldn’t be deterred
from making the dish if you don’t have it in your store cupboard.1 RAW & RIPPEDBurrata with
Turkish figs, hazelnuts & honeyBeef tomatoes with marjoram & sumac dressingCucumber
salad with pomegranate & mintWinter fattoushMarket salad with feta & za’atarGrapefruit,
avocado & gorgonzola salad with green beans, spinach & pecanRaw artichoke salad with
fennel & rocketWatermelon with ricotta salata & pine nutsRadish & black grape salad with soft



herbs & pistachioBURRATAWith Turkish figs, hazelnuts & honeyFigs come into season towards
the back end of summer, when a glut of beautifully dark, purple specimens adorn the shelves
of local greengrocers and supermarkets in the UK, imported mainly from France and
Turkey.There are a number of ways to take advantage of this deluge – the humble fig is
endlessly versatile – but often I find it needs little more than some good cheese and a drizzle of
best-quality honey.Serves 2–46 fresh Turkish figs250g (9oz) burrata3 tbsp floral honey, mixed
with 1 tsp warm water3 tbsp best-quality extra-virgin olive oil50g (1¾oz) hazelnuts, toasted and
roughly choppedPicked basil leavesRaisin or walnut bread, toasted, to serve (optional)Quarter
or halve the figs (or a combination of both), and lay them scattered around a plate atop and
surrounding the burrata.Drizzle the honey and olive oil over the plate and garnish with
hazelnuts and some picked basil leaves.Serve as is, or with some toasted raisin or walnut
bread.BEEF TOMATOESWith marjoram & sumac dressingThis is such a simple recipe that
depends entirely on the quality of the tomato, so get the best quality that you can afford.I like to
serve these with some chunky slices of bread, brushed with olive oil, rubbed with cut garlic and
dusted with some chilli flakes before going under the grill to char. Some plain toasted bread, or
even no bread at all, will also suffice.Serves 4SUMAC DRESSING100ml (3¼fl oz) best-quality
extra-virgin olive oil3 tbsp best-quality sherry vinegar2 tsp sumac1 tbsp pomegranate
molasses1 tsp granulated sugar1 garlic clove, minced or gratedFlaked sea saltBEEF
TOMATOES4 beef tomatoes, or other best-quality summer tomatoes of choice2 small shallots,
finely choppedHandful of picked marjoram or oregano leavesHandful of picked tarragon
leaves4–8 slices of sourdough, grilled or toasted (optional)Flaked sea salt and ground black
pepperFOR THE SUMAC DRESSINGWhisk the olive oil, sherry vinegar, sumac and
pomegranate molasses and sugar in a small bowl, then stir the garlic through and season with
salt. Set aside to infuse for 15–20 minutes and store until required.FOR THE BEEF
TOMATOESSet a deep saucepan of water over high heat and bring to the boil. Use a knife to
make a small cross at the base of each tomato and blanch in the pan of boiling water for 30
seconds. Transfer immediately to a bowl filled with iced water, to stop the cooking process. Peel
the tomatoes and slice horizontally into 1cm (½in) rounds.Lay the tomatoes out slightly
overlapping on a serving platter, season liberally with flaked salt and black pepper, and drizzle
with the sumac dressing. Top the tomatoes with the chopped shallots.Throw the marjoram or
oregano and tarragon leaves all over the top, and serve alongside the grilled or toasted
sourdough bread if you like.CUCUMBER SALADWith pomegranate & mintEverybody needs a
quick and easy cucumber salad to balance a barbecue menu. This pairs well with just about
any protein fresh off the grill, especially fish such as salmon or trout, but also chicken. Or make
it as part of a vegetarian barbecue buffet spread with Grilled Broccoli, Charred Calçots with
Chermoula and Mejaderah with Barberry and Pistachio.Serves 2 as a light main or 4 as a side
dish5 Lebanese or baby cucumbers, cut to 3mm (![in) rounds½ tbsp coarse salt, plus extra for
seasoning1 small red onion, thinly sliced50g (1¾oz) fine bulgur2 tbsp lemon juice80ml (2½fl
oz) extra-virgin olive oil, plus extra to finish100g (3½oz) natural yoghurt or Greek yoghurt1 tsp
dried mint1 tbsp pomegranate molasses40g (1½oz) pomegranate seeds1 red chilli, thinly
slicedSmall handful of picked mint leaves1 tbsp chopped dill½ tsp sumacFlaked sea salt and
ground black pepperToss the sliced cucumber with the salt and set aside in a colander over the
sink for 20–30 minutes.Meanwhile, soak the sliced red onion in cold water for 20–30 minutes to
remove some of its pungency.Soak the bulgur in enough water just to cover for 5–10 minutes,
drain, tip into a dry tea towel and wring dry. Transfer to a bowl and dress the bulgur with 1
tablespoon lemon juice and half the olive oil, then season to taste with salt and black
pepper.Combine the yoghurt, the rest of the lemon juice, 2 tablespoons olive oil and the dried



mint in a small bowl and season to taste with salt and black pepper.Dress the cucumber in the
yoghurt dressing and leave to marinate in the fridge for at least 30 minutes.Spread the dressed
cucumber across a large serving plate or platter, drizzle with pomegranate molasses then top
with bulgur, pomegranate seeds, drained red onion and sliced chilli. Garnish the salad with
picked mint leaves and chopped dill, and finish with a dusting of sumac and drizzle of olive
oil.WINTER FATTOUSHFattoush is a Levantine salad and this is a slightly less traditional
version. You can substitute the pomelo with grapefruit or blood orange. If you are unable to find
Treviso, use radicchio. You could also try crumbling feta over the salad instead of whipping
it.Serves 4APPLE VINEGAR DRESSING40ml (1¼fl oz) apple cider vinegar1 tsp Dijon
mustard1 tsp clear honeyJuice of 1 lemon1 garlic clove, minced120ml (4fl oz) extra-virgin olive
oilFlaked sea salt and ground black pepperWINTER FATTOUSH120ml (4fl oz) vegetable oil, for
frying2 pitas or flatbreads, cut into small pieces160g (5½oz) sugar snaps, cut on the angle3
spring onions, sliced1 Treviso or radicchio, ripped1 cucumber, deseeded and sliced on the
angle, 1.5cm (½in) thick1 pomelo, segmented200g (7oz) watermelon radishes, wedged20g
(¾oz) flat-leaf parsley120g (4½oz) Whipped FetaPinch of Aleppo chilli flakes (pul biber)TO
SERVEHandful of root vegetable crisps (optional)Pinch of za’atarPinch of sumac2 tbsp
pomegranate seedsFOR THE APPLE VINEGAR DRESSINGCombine the vinegar, mustard,
honey and lemon juice in a small bowl and add the garlic. Set aside to infuse for several
minutes before whisking in the olive oil. Season with salt and black pepper to taste.FOR THE
WINTER FATTOUSHHeat the vegetable oil in a frying pan over medium heat and fry the pita
pieces, making sure not to overcrowd the pan, for 3–6 minutes or until crisp and golden brown.
Transfer the pita crisps to a plate lined with kitchen paper, season with salt and pepper and set
aside.In a large mixing bowl, combine the sugar snaps, spring onions, ripped Treviso leaves,
cucumber, pomelo, radishes and flat-leaf parsley leaves and drizzle about a third of the
dressing around the sides of the bowl. Toss to combine, but don’t drench the salad, then
season with salt and a few grinds of black pepper. If needed, add more dressing as
preferred.Spread the whipped feta around the perimeter of a large serving bowl and sprinkle
with the chilli flakes. Place the dressed salad atop and garnish with root vegetable crisps (if
using), the za’atar, sumac and pomegranate seeds. Add more dressing, if necessary, and
serve immediately.MARKET SALADWith feta & za’atarThis salad was inspired by a trip to the
Shuk Carmel (or market) in Tel Aviv one summer a few years back. There were huge bunches
of radishes, neatly displayed tomatoes practically bursting with freshness, large piles of
cucumbers lined up in exacting rows, vibrant herbs spilling everywhere and an abundance of
brightly coloured exotic spices. I grabbed a handful of everything and came up with this
delightfully simple recipe.Serves 42 carrots, peeled and thinly sliced on the angle to 2mm
(1/16in) thick1 red onion, sliced as thinly as possible4 spring onions, cut in half on the angle2
tomatoes, cut into 6 wedges2 radishes, very thinly sliced1 cucumber, sliced on the angle to
1cm (½in) thickHandful of rocketSmall bunch of chives, cut into 2.5cm (1in) batonsSoft herb
leaves (such as coriander, basil, dill or mint), picked1½ tbsp za’atar1 tbsp dried mint160ml
(5½fl oz) Lemon Dressing80g (2¾oz) fetaFlaked sea salt and ground black pepperCombine all
the vegetables, rocket and herbs in a bowl and sprinkle the za’atar and dried mint over the
top.Season with salt and black pepper, spoon the lemon dressing down the side of the bowl
and toss to combine. Taste and add more dressing or seasoning as needed.Transfer to a
serving plate and serve with a few big lumps of feta placed on top or to one
side.GRAPEFRUIT, AVOCADO & GORGONZOLA SALADWith green beans, spinachy &
pecanThis is a perfectly balanced salad combining the creaminess of avocado, the citrus-
sharpness of grapefruit and the piquant punchiness of gorgonzola. The roasted pecans add a



warming nutty crunch. You could use macadamia or almonds instead of pecans here. Feel free
to swap out the gorgonzola for something less intense such as a soft crumbly goat’s cheese if
blue cheese isn’t your thing. When using raw onion in a salad I tend to pre-soak it in water, to
reduce its pungency; it’s a useful trick but optional.Serves 4HONEY-CHILLI DRESSING50ml
(1¾fl oz) red wine vinegar2 tbsp lemon juice1 tbsp best-quality honey1 tsp Dijon mustard1
shallot, finely chopped1 tsp dried chilli flakes150ml (5fl oz) extra-virgin olive oilFlaked sea salt
and ground black pepperSALAD400g (14oz) green beans2 avocados, cut into slices or
chunks2 small red onions, thinly sliced and soaked in water for 30 minutes200g (7oz)
spinach160g (5½oz) gorgonzola2 grapefruits, peeled, pith removed and segmented120g
(4½oz) pecans, toasted and choppedFOR THE HONEY-CHILLI DRESSINGCombine the
vinegar, lemon juice and honey in a small bowl with the mustard, and add the shallot and chilli
flakes. Set aside to infuse for several minutes before whisking in the olive oil. Season with salt
and pepper to taste.FOR THE SALADBlanch the green beans in boiling salted water for 2
minutes and then refresh in a bowl of water filled with ice, to stop the cooking process. Drain
and set aside.In a large bowl, combine the green beans, avocado, drained red onion and
spinach. Drizzle with the honey-chilli dressing and toss gently. Season with salt and
pepper.Add the gorgonzola, grapefruit segments and pecans and gently mix through to
distribute evenly.Transfer to a serving plate or individual plates and serve immediately.RAW
ARTICHOKE SALADWith fennel & rocketThere’s a bit of leg-work involved with prepping
artichokes; unfortunately there’s just no getting away from it, but if you’re willing to undertake
the task, they’ll reward you for your commitment.This is a light, sharp and refreshing salad, a
perfect accompaniment to Burnt Aubergine Soup or Buttermilk-fried Cauliflower.Serves 2 as a
light main or 4 as a side dishLEMON DRESSING1 garlic clove, minced or grated2 tbsp lemon
juice1 tbsp red wine vinegar90ml (3fl oz) extra-virgin olive oil1½ tbsp rapeseed oilFlaked sea
salt and ground black pepperRAW ARTICHOKE SALAD2 lemons, zested and halved6 large
globe artichokes2 fennel bulbs, halved lengthways through the rootHandful of rocket200g (7oz)
creamy goat’s cheese, ripped into small pieces40g (1½oz) pine nuts½ red onion, chopped2
tbsp dill leavesFlaked sea salt and coarse black pepperFOR THE LEMON
DRESSINGCombine the garlic, lemon juice, vinegar and oils in a small bowl, season
generously with salt and black pepper and whisk to combine.FOR THE RAW ARTICHOKE
SALADFill a large bowl with water and ice, squeeze the lemon halves into them and drop the
halves into the bowl.Cut the stems off the artichokes and the upper third (roughly 2.5cm/1in)
from the top. Pull away the outer leaves to reveal the inner heart. Scoop out the hairy choke
from the centre and immediately drop the artichokes into the acidulated water to prevent them
from discolouring while you work.Shave the cut side of each fennel half lengthways with a
mandoline (or very sharp knife) as thin as possible. Drain the artichokes and do the same.Toss
the fennel, artichoke and rocket in a medium bowl with the lemon dressing and season with
salt and black pepper. Transfer to a serving platter, dot with the goat’s cheese and top with pine
nuts, red onion, dill and lemon zest. Serve immediately.WATERMELONWith ricotta salata &
pine nutsSummer holidays. Mediterranean sunshine. Long days spent by a pool doing not very
much at all. Barbecues with ice-cold beer. And a huge, triangular tranche of super-sweet
watermelon straight from the fridge that you gnaw to the rind. There is no finer fruit in my
opinion. Because of what it represents as much as how it tastes.This is an incredibly simple
recipe that is both light and refreshing, perfect for when you’re on holiday and want to make
yourself lunch without it taking up too much of your precious downtime.In the absence of ricotta
salata, you could use feta, which is slightly more classic, admittedly, but for a good reason.
Grilled halloumi would also be great.Serves 41kg (2lb 3oz) watermelon, fridge-cold, rind



removed and cut into chunks2 small shallots, thinly sliced100g (3½oz) ricotta salata,
shaved30g (1oz) pine nuts, toasted60ml (2fl oz) extra-virgin olive oil2 tbsp lime juicePinch of
Aleppo chilli flakes (pul biber)Edible flowers, such as nasturtium (optional)2 green chillies,
thinly sliced5g (¼oz) picked mint leaves5g (¼oz) picked basil leavesCoarse black
pepperArrange the watermelon on a serving platter and top with sliced shallots, ricotta salata
and pine nuts.Whisk the olive oil, lime juice and chilli flakes together and spoon over the salad.
Garnish with edible flowers (if using), sliced green chillies and herbs. Finish with a few grinds of
black pepper and serve immediately.RADISH & BLACK GRAPE SALADWith soft herbs &
pistachioHere’s a simple salad for when you’re in a rush but need a supporting side show for
your main event. Use it to cut through a heartier and richer dish such as Hasselback Butternut
Squash or Charred Hispi Cabbage.I tend to use soft herbs in salads. They’re too often
overlooked in favour of other greens and lettuces that come conveniently pre-packed, but I
think they make a welcome addition to any mixed leaf combination, or indeed as a salad base,
lending fragrant, peppery or anise undertones that are of interest to the palate.Serves 4 as a
side dish2 tbsp sherry vinegar1½ tbsp lemon juice1 tbsp honey2 garlic cloves, minced or
grated1 tbsp coriander seeds60ml (2fl oz) extra-virgin olive oil200g (7oz) radishes, trimmed
and thinly sliced2 shallots, thinly sliced2 baby gem lettuce, leaves separated and washed200g
(7oz) black seedless grapes, cut in halfSmall bunch of flat-leaf parsley leavesSmall handful of
picked mint and dill leaves1½ tsp sumac100g (3½oz) pistachios, toasted and roughly
choppedFlaked sea salt and coarse black pepperCombine the vinegar, lemon juice and honey
in a small bowl. Stir in the garlic and coriander seeds, whisk in the olive oil to thicken and
season with salt and black pepper to taste.

Mr G I White, “THE book on vegetables. One of the best cookery books out and rivalling
Ottolenghi. Recommend this book to everyone. Fantastic and different recipes. Superb
photography”

The book by Josh Katz has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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